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THE GIBBS PHENOMENON 

Part 1- Fourier Series 

After an exchange a£ several letters in Nature which were 

started by a question proposed by Michelsan, Gibbs* points out 

his error in an earlier discription of the family of curves rep¬ 

resented by -. 

J) y i 2 (M** Y- - 'A 2 r- 4 f/j Av 3 K - ±'A, ^ * ) 

as a zigzag line consisting of alternate inclined and vertical 

portions. I shall quote a part of his letter. "The inclined 

portions were correctly given but the vertical portions, which 

are bisected by the x-axis, extend beyond the points where they 

meet the inclined portions, their total length being expressed by 

Iff M. , 

If we call this combination of the inclined and vertical lines £, 

and the graph of 1) cn, and if any finite distance d be specified, 

and take for n any number greater than the distance of every 

point in cn from £ is less than d and the distance of every point 

in £ from cQ is less than d . We may therefore call £ the limit 

of the sequence of curves of which c is the general designation. 

But this limiting form of the graphs of the functions ex¬ 

pressed by the sum 1) is di^eredt from the graph of the function 

expressed by the limit of that sum." 
/ 

This noncaincidence of the upper and lower double limits of 

» a-t a point x- f , with the upper and lower limits of S(xj as 

♦Nature, volume 59, p. 606 

/ 
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x-» f is called the Gibbs Phenomenon. 

Gibbs Phenomenon was described for the series mentioned by 

Gibbs in a paper entitled "On a certain periodic function" in 

Cambridge and Dublin Mathematics Journal, vol.3 (1848) by 

Wilbraham. This paper seems not to have attracted any notice 

and was completely forgotten when Gibbs sent his letter to 

Nature In 1899* 

Du Bois Raymond dealt with the behavior of the approximation 

curves for series and integrals in Math. Annalen, B<1. 7(1874) 

in his paper "Uber die Sprungweisen Werthanderungen analytischer 

Funktionen*. This memoir would have contained and account of 

Gibbs Phenomenon in both Fourier Series and Integrals, if he had- 

not made a curious slip with regard to the possible values of the 

integral^ , when x tends to zero and n to infinity simul¬ 

taneously. 

Since Gibbs letter to Nature various persons have written on 

Gibbs Phenomenon in FourierLSeries , Fourier integrals » Schlomilch 

series of Struve functions, Dini series, Bessel-Fourier series, 

Hankel's integral 

fa : fo Jr(*“) Jtf(tu)t i(t) d t t 

Titchmarsh*s integral 

Ï& ' fQ ( tu) u A j0 K(*«)t -mit 

where yv( i) is Struve's function and 

Yyd) - 2ÏÏ+ 
vn t Cc< ** If* - V ( 

Schlomilch series of Bessel functions 

r / 

e tc • 
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The remainder of this paper is made up of summaries of articles 

by various writers. 

Bocher, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 7, series 2, (1906). 

In an interval which includes or reaches up to a point where 

f (x) is discontinuous the Fourier series of f6cj can nfct con¬ 

verge uniformly, since a uniformly convergent series of continu¬ 

ous functions necessarily represents a continuous function. 

Confining our attention to a point where f6d has a finite .Jump, 

we wish to get a clear conception of the nature of the convergence 

in the neighborhood of this point. 

For this purpose we be&ln by considering the function 

1) ^ ; \y(x+i7rj - t/W , k/o,± zv, * *./?,  

We shall denoteifli^Otf the first n terms of the Fourier series for 

V' fc) viz. 

2) 5/11 (f-i - 4^44 -f- $ X # 1 44 X 
2. T‘ “ + *  — 

= 4 (*«** 4 W*01 + + C*4^ Ot) (JL* 

If we let 2= iiff<L a. + i , the sum of the cosines under 

the above integral sign is the sum of the real part of the geo¬ 

metric progression 

2 + y   --f 2" 

2 
~i+< 

/- * 

and by means of a trignometric reduction we have 

cfcZa. + +l&44a. y +&) a. 

from which we have % 

We will denote by LW the remainder of the Fourier series ex¬ 

pansion of after 5* fa) • If we confine our attention to the 
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interval otv^s-rr in which 'tyto = ^~2
L we may write 

}) I?»(»-- VA-Co'-***7? 
Let us now inquire at what points the approximation ta the function 

given by S,„(*) is worst i.e. for what points £„(xJ has a posi¬ 

tive maximum or a negative minimum, n being regarded as fixed. 

Differentiating we get 

n X 

which vanishes if and only if x has one of the following values; 

tv X ; -2£_ , V - JÜL- Y _ 

By considering the sign of £«1*) for points on bath sides of each 

of these points x^ we see that £* (x) has a minima at the points 

x^, x^, x5, and maxima at the points x^, x^, . In order 

to show that / has a maxima at each of these points it 

would be necessary to prove that /»(x) is negative at x^, x^,  

and positive at x^, x4, . This is true but we need know it 

only for large values of n and that we shall learn in the course of 

our work. 

L 
Let us modify 3) by adding and subtracting the quantity 

 “ L ""x~~ ’ ù Ou 

thus getting 

JP.W : %-['**£** =C A^<—DQ-<U. t+! i\y\yri to y- 0 3a.AC~x<y, 

+ _1  f* Vx 

Integrating by parts 
X- * A—vs. Vi. dr^C^\■*'/!.) x 

XMCXJ- * W + '/L 

The twa functions 

* - •* xUw x** */2. - » z 

~ 3 > VX‘sU**.3-%. 

both become infinite for x-**r . If we confine our attention to 

an interval 0 £ x ± b where b ^ 2 v we see that both these func¬ 

tions are continuous throughout this interval except at x = 0 



where they are nat defined and they both approach finite limits 

as x approaches zero. Hence it is possible to find apositive 

constant M such that 

X- a 
a' C^% - Jja Z.H J #■***'*' > 

o i. ytz.4-} 6- t 277 
2M 

We thus obtain the inequality I ^ ***&• 

This inequality shows that approaches zero as n becomes in¬ 

finite not merely if x remains fixed but also if x is allowed to 

vary in any manner whatsoever within n, subject merely to the 

condition OT.Y-I.1- * Let us now use 4)jta express at x^, x^  

—x2n. 5) Un) - % Jr *- U fr£r> J 

Where k is a given positive integer. The firstiterms remain 

constant and the third approaches zero as n approaches infinity 

hence we can write - v , 

Now recall the formula 

l) K-. **=“■•«>■•+**+  
Ai*)* . 

' where -^—/Y and we notice that the quantity Pk definediin 6) 

is the remainder of the series 7) after the first k terms i.e. 

S)P^-   . From their definitions we see that 

the constants are positive when i is even, negative when i is 

odd and that they satisfy the inequality 
, _i_ . / r(iH)frAJ^ KAK I , „ . y I AUAKOIK I i 

V(C«JJT ~ Viïï 7^lir —fir / 7F 
so that luj W4v., / and lim u, = 0. Hence the series 7) belongs 

to the class of series whose terms are a) alternately positive 

and negative, b) continually decrease in numerical value, c) ap¬ 

proach the limit zero. Therefore has the same sign as u^ i.e. 

iM-s is positive or negative according as k is even or odd atèr 
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and the same is true forPuffy) for large values of n. Further¬ 

more +    - ■+Pf+i- 

and since has the same sign as we have (Pflzfai +at+'￼ 
and accordingly |PfKj >/P^+x/ , i-t.Zji, — - 

more 

The numerical value of the constants u0, u^ may be com¬ 

puted to any desired degree of accuracy by mechanical quadratures 

or other methods of approximation*. 

From here on the values are given to 4 places of decimals by the 

Starting from the value P and using the relation Pji- +1 

Some reflection will show the bearing of these figures on the 

question as to how the function* is approximated to near the 

origin by the first in. terms of its Fourier series* For this 

purpose we shall consider the two curves ÿ-MxJ and y~S„(K) • It 

follows at once from the results just obtained that the ordinates 

of this approximation curve are too large at the points x^, x^  

and too small at the points Xg, x^ « The approximation curve 

therefore has the form of a wavy line which keeps crossing the 

line ^ and which reaches its greatest distances from this line 

( distances being measured parallel to the y axis) at x , x . 
X 3 

Moreover these greatest distances are, for large values of n, ap¬ 

proximately equal to their limiting values P^, Pg, . Ac¬ 

cordingly, and this is the remarkable phenomenon first noticed by 

Gibbs, the height of these curves does not approach zero as k be- 

U0? (fs/f 

v ^•/*z 

u-,: - 0*1+ 

r- Ojlta 

uz - 0,2 S'7 

k(,z o-o9t 

CL J = - o.tn 

formula °.°oot ï 1 

we get \,o:K' /'S"7og P,-~o.zgn h-o./ss P3= -Q.IO«- 

Pif- 0,019 Ps- - - ooG3 ?(, ï 0,0 S3 Pj ï O’04-S' 

comes infinite It is true that if we fix our attention ona 
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any interval which does not include or reach up to a point ofidis- 

continuity of V , the heights of all the curves in this interval 

approach zero as their limit, since the series converges * uni¬ 

formly in this interval. If, however, we fix on a particular 

wave determined as the k-th to the right of the origin, the height 

of that particular wave as n becomes infinite approaches a finite 

limit P]£ different from zero. At the same time this wave is 

moving up nearer and nearer the origin. 

Since both u’OO and 5*00 are odd functions of x, it is clear 

that the method of approximation to the left of the origin will be 

essentially the same as to the right. This method of course is 

repeated at all the points of discontinuity of ^ 

This is brought out very clearly, both for the function 

and for special cases of other functions which we shall consider 

presently, in the diagrams constructed by Michelson and Stratton 

by means of their Harmonic Analyser with which the approximation 

curves (né 180) for any function which can be represented by a 

pure sine or a pure cosine series may be constructed mechanically** 

All we have said concerning will obviously hold fortthe 

function Wft-o-) if we remember that the discontinuity of this 

function and therefore the nonvanishing of the approximation 

curves will be at a point x: a instead of at x= 0. 

Considering next the function, we see that the ordinates 

of all the curves have been changed in a constant ratio. The 

* Bocher... Annals of Mathematics, v. 7, ser. 2..Theory Gf 
F.S....Theorem 3. 

**An account of this machine and some plates is given in 
Philosophical Magazine, series 5, v. 45 (1698) p. 85. 
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heights af the waves will therefore also be changed in this Ratio, 

but since the same is true of the finite jump at a, the ratio of 

the heights of the waves to the magnitude of the jump will be un¬ 

altered. 

Finally we pass to the function f(x) by adding to the function 

last considered other functions which are continuous at a and whose 
# 

Fourier series converge uniformly thoughout the neighborhoodo of 

a.. This has, on the LÛhe - hand, no effect ofl the magnitude of the 

jump in our function, and, on the other hand, no essential effect 

when in, .is large on the heights of the nonvanishing waves of the 

approximating curve y = , since the remainders of the Fourier 

series which have been added are very small* Thus we have the 

fcllowing general results 

I. If £(x) has the period 2^and in any finite interval has 

no discontinuities other than a finite number of finite jumps, and 

if it has a derivative which in any finite interval has no discon¬ 

tinuities other than a finite number of finite discontinuities, 

then if a. is any point where £<xJ has a finite ijump magnitude D, 

and if S'/wW denotes the sum of the first n+1 terms in the Fourier 

series of £(xj, the curve y-.Sj*) will for large values of _n pass in 

almost a vertical direction through a point whose abscissa is a 

and whose ordinate is almost equal to i fro--*»] t 

The curve then rises and falls abruptly on the two sides of this 

point to the neighborhood of the curve y , and oscillates • 

about this curve lying alternately above and below it. The highest 

(or lowest) point of the k-th waves to the right and left af a will, 
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for large values of n, lie approximately at the points &-± 

t> h and the height af these waves will be approximately — > 

Thus referring to the numerical tables given above, we see that 

the height of the first wave on each side will be about 9$,of the 

magnitude of the discontinuity while for the subsequent waves the 

corresponding percentages are about 5$, 36$, 2i$, 2%, ]£#, etc. 

Gibbs did not enunciate his result in such detail as above nor 

did he consider any function except^ . For this function he made 

a statement which may be generalized as follows i 

II. If t(x) satisfies the condition of theorem I, then as n 

becomes infinite the approximation curve yapproaches uniform¬ 

ly the continuous curve made of a) the discontinuous curve y^ffx? 

and b) an infinite number of straight lines of finite length paral¬ 

lel to the y-axis and passing through the points a^, a2, on 

the x-axis where the discontinuities of î(x) occur* If a is any 

one of these points, the line in question extends between the two 

points whose ordinates are 4-(o.+o) - 

where D is the magnitude of the. jump in tfx) at a, and n % —;*— 

The truth of this theorem follows, at once from theorem I. It is 

illustrated by the figure below where the jumps at a. and a are 

respectively negative and positive. Until Gibbs made his remark 

it seems to have been supposed that the vertical lines extended 

merely between the points whose ordinates are and IC^+o) 

—r 

~/T 7T 
O'y+XTt 
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Bocher,Crelle*s Journal, vol. 144, (1914) p. 41—• 

Theorem I of the previous paper when expressed as a formula 

would read XUs S (a. ^ ) : -f(xio) ï- P 

and fcy subtracting these formulas from one another we get 

"> (I* ^r) -1 J J 
k being any fixed positive integer* 

4) gives the remainder of ^*** f 

after the n-th term to be £*,60= ^ ~ J0 T*>(y-) • 

Itwis shown that approaches zero uniformly when o***-£> T 

as n becomes infinite. Now let us write and select a 

set of positive constants q-. , q0 such that lim jL-^ and'^lim/^-L r 
A <a -w^oo 6*1/ c 

where c is some positive constant or + 00 • We th£n have 1 

lim fpjrÿ:$&nà. 4) can be written £«<(*) z fO*1*'1*)*) +£»(*) 
1 o'** ' 

from which lim t«(ÂM) = £(<■). 
♦» *»<*> 

If now we use the method previously indicated for passing from 

the special series ÿfr) to the Fourier series for a function f (x) 

with a jump of magnitude D at a and satisfying the above stated 

conditions for Gibbs Phenomenon, we infer at once, S«(*) denoting 

the sum of the first ntl terms of this development, that 

£$£ - /fato) + \ • Subtracting these equations from 

one another we find 

,l) D r [^(°-*%) ' 5*. (&--%) ] 
a) If in 12) we putf*,:^— , k a positive integer then c=k^ 

and 12) reduces to 10). 

b) If in 12) we putf*: ^ , k a positive integer then crk^ 

and 12) reduces to a form similar to 2) but corresponding more 

nearly to Gronwall’s* manner of approaching ®ibbs Phenomenon. 

♦Gronwall, Uber die Gibbs’ sche Erscheinung, Math. Annalen, 

v. 72 (1912) p. 22a-. 
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e) 1nrnfo*f'/ > here o becomes £>-- 

1) v-% • g any root of F(y)-o , then c =• g and 12) reduces to 

formula 21) of Fejer*. 

If we write out the surnsSv(&±jj[J and apply the addition theorems 

for sine and cosine, as was done by Fejei^, hi§ spècial case, we find 

Inhere we suppose the Fourier series for t(x) to be /<&* H. (fly 
V* o 

Considering the four cases 4)-d) above we have four special 

cases of 13) the last of which is the formula gileen by Fe^er at 

the bottom of page 183** 

In the case of the series for , the derivative of the sum 

of the first n term, where x=0, is obviously equal to n. Con¬ 

sequently the derivative of the sum of the first n terms of the 

Fourier series for^- Mt-o-) has, when x*a, the value^. If the 

function f(x) has a finite jump of magnitude D at a, we consider 

the Fourier development of I4)j^-^<^M * If the derivative of 

the sum of its first n+1 terms, at x*a, remains finite as n becomes 

infinite, or at any rate always remains small enough so that when 

divided by n it approaches zero as its limit, it is clear that 15) 

(h^yvthere S'„ denotes the derivative of the sum of the first n+1 

terms of the Fourier series for ffàl. It is this relation 15) 

which constitutes Fejer*s result. The condition just enunciated 

for its validity is both a necessary and sufficient one- Another 

sufficient condition, more serviceable for spme purposes, may be 

obtained by means of the following observation: 

If Sn denotes the sum of the first n+1 terms of any series 

♦Crelle’s Journal fur Mathematik, Bd. 142 (1913) S. 165. 



and the arithmétic mean of SQ, , Sn, then *^T " ~zr °** ~ *•-• 

Consequently, if^ approaches a finite limit as n becomes infinite 

then lim ^2 0 • Hence 

If the series obtained by differentiating term by term the 

Fourier series of the function 14)* is summable, when x-a, by the 

method af the first arithmetic mean, thenFeJer*s result 15) is 

valid*. 

Carslaw, American Journal o£ Math., v* 39 (1917) pp. 185-198, 

A Trignametrleal sum and the Gibbs Phenomenon in Fourier series. 

^ ■+ - ■* 7^2, 
O If we define bjjf the equations iwctn) > 

the Fourier series^®* ^in the interval -m*** is * 

We denote by this sum up to and including the term In (1 

then 

^>01 V = 2fa ^ 3X+ + c<rUx«-,)X)dx z fb • 

Since $»(*) is an odd function we need only consider the interval 

0 f*éir, We proceed to obtain the properties of the maxima and minima 

af *$««(*), 

I. Since, for any integer m, (%+x )-'***-/***•- 

it follows from the sr^ies that is symmetric about x-9i , and 

when K* 0 and x-fT it is zero. 

II. When o x x rj f 5^ (X) > o 

From I we need consider only o<Yé'/i * We have 
x'** <LCL* £mj JLoc . OAXÏÎZ. 

* /> S-H (*J r f0 C* *~u> 

The denominator, in the integrand is positive and continually in¬ 

creasing in the interval >of integration. By considering the suc¬ 

cessive waves in the graph of ^ <* <*«“<. ~ , the last of which may 

*14) may obviously be replaced here by any function obtained 
by subtracting from Ito t£e function with period 2^ which, in any 
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or may not be completed, it is clear the integral is positive 

III. The turning points of y--^(Vj are gj 

If/ V » y (2 m-i)V 
4 - y *3 - /£*> i * 

X , V 27T - - > 

have y = / 
' Ù 

x • d * 
tPi . S'* * 

A* ~ J£LC*A X C 

IV. As we proceed from x-o to x.-% , the heights of the maxima 

continually diminish, and the heights of the minima continually in¬ 

crease, n being kept fixed. 

Consider two consecutive maxima in an interval a*x£ , namely, 

belnB a P°3lt,lT®, integer i . We have )r If ~ *'•'71'/ 

-p$f. '■ X.L.4, } 
yi+n +t)ir 

The denominator in bath integrands is positive and continually in- 

/ -w)»" 
creases in the interval^'M-<>Ai<£,*‘ ; also the numerator in the first 

is continually negative and in the second continually positive; 

the absolute values for elements of equal distances from U***-')r 

andfa~i-n)/r being the same. Thus the result follows. Similarly 

we have to examine, for the minima, the sign of$/^V-^yj, where m 

is a positive integer ft1. 

V. The first maximum to the right of v-'o is at*-i^and its 

height continually diminishes as n increases* Ihen n tends to 

infinity, its limit is ^ 

We have ‘4 ^ 

and ft ‘ Ie** 

Since 2 v\ continually increases from/£oo , as passes fromt>£/7 

it is clear thaï, in the interval with which we nave to deal 
t. pt._ / c4     

H 2. <1-1 2 ** +1 y-2. O 

finite interval, consists of a finite number of analytic pièces 
and which has a finite jump of magnitude D at» • The analytic 
pieces just mentioned are supposed to fee analytic at the ends of 
their intervals of definition as well as within these intervals. 
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Thus SM) ~ (JfH-H ! "> o 

but, from I,S„(/) is positive foraix'/r . It follows that 

tends to a limit as n tends to infinity. 

The value of this limit can be obtained by the method of Bocher 

for the integral^but it is readily obtained from the defi¬ 

nition of the definite integral as the limit of a sum. For we have 

- i. 2** / 
r 2 ( 

2 ** 
/Z-~L* AVt 

4 n*f-/ 

■ s }T) . Z rtiîi - /''ü^ =/~ ^4- 
• • o« i»/ “ 4 y ^ 

The result obtained in V for the first wave is a special case of the 

following: 

VI. The r-th maximum to the right of x*»is at^^r'J and its 

height continually diminishes as n increases, r being kept constant. 
^(zrL-i)rr 

When n tends to infinity, its limit is Jo îxnîâ*, -Ù. % - 

The r-th minimum to the right y-'p is at*,* , and its height 

continually increases as n increases, r being kept fixed. When n 
/2ÏÏn 

t which is less than • 

( ) 
' a 

'* X 
To prove these theorems we consider first the integral 

'CQ^C. 
444 IT 

2M+X 

m being a positive integer less than or Bqual to 2*-t so that 

c^^-crr in the interval of integration. Then, 

fw -si - —  J *1 + 2 

Further 9 
F‘(*) -■ 

1 *«*■ 7^7 <***<- (2*t+l)X 

■a** +2. 
O /> tAi$ ifiter y %/. 

X 

I3-”)1 
oi 

JL ^1 

- «•* t*** q) Cfiut-c1 If J t^LtAA. $ : 
<h <f- 

But J = - 4c<^34[4(n 2 c**<U4 

* Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, v. 7 
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and the right hand side of the equation will be seen to be negative 

choosing the upper signs foro^-^and the lower signs for 

Therefore^c^11^^ diminishes as (Q increases from a fan 

It follows from the expression îorf$<) , that and ffr) increases 

with <* in the interval of integration. 

The curve y VtU^- ^ ) , o * x-cv 

thus consists of a succession of waves of lengths, alternately 

atiove and below the axis, and the absolute values of the ordinates 

at points at the same distance from the beginning of each wave con¬ 

tinually increase. 

It follows that when m - 3, **>    
. * , at 

the integral j is negative, and when 

m-•ji, — 2*1-1 this integral is positive. 

Returning to the maxima and minima, we have, for the r-th 

maximum to the right of x-o 
2/i~t 

f x •* — r jy. £ 9%, —I JJ. s*i(yafUj » sAltt (XLK-,) - fo 
2ni* <{<**[£ 

oc oc 

- f. A*** <*■ ( I," 1+, ~ ^ «««•I )d ot 

therefore from the above argument* Xm-,) 

Also for the r-th minimum to the right of x = o , we have 

a *142 1./H+2. ) <£** 

By an argument similar to that at the close of V we have 

JbX+A. S /M (ya1) r f 

It is clear that these limiting values are all > % for maxima^ and 

positive and for minima, 

The Gibbs Phenomenon for the series 

2 (A**• X'f' Xj 3 >c /• 3^- S~K *■ J 

.   nrr 
♦For values of/ .£*»*** see Bocher, Annals of Math. s. 2, v. 7. JG X 9 
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From theorems I-VI all the features of Gibbs Phenomenon for the 

series 
2 Çx +■ ^3 1 x +   

It is obvious tnat we need only examine the interval <>± *±rr and 

that the discontinuity occurs at x;«- 

For large values of n, the curve y-S^(y.) > where 

rises at a steep gradient from the origin td its first maximum, 

which is very near, but above, the point(o,fo *■)£§> The curve 

then falls at a steep gradient without reaching the x-axis t 

to its first minimum which is very near but below the point (o, fQ 
/
ï£-

K
JK)& 

It then oscillates above and below the line y-^z , the heights 

(and depths) of the waves continually diminish as we proceed from x=o 

and from x-^ to x-^ , the procedure is reversed, the curve 

inofxi* being symmetric about x-¥z [*] 

The highest (or lowest) point of the r-th wave to the right of 

x-o will, for large values of n, be at a point whose abscissa is 
- n.Jr 

~ and whose ordinate is very nearly Jo ±$*SJC (Mj 

By increasing n the curve for 0 

we please to the lines 
x - o , ' 

o «-xx/r, 

v-TT , O + ^ *• r 

can be brought as near as 

We may state the results more definitely as follows; 

i) Given any é •> o , there exists a positive integerr'such that 

( fi» i t x £ % , This follows from the uniform convergence of 

the Fourier series for fW in an interval which does not include 

the discontinuity of ' 

ii) Since the height of the first maximum to the right of x=° 
.r _ 

tends from above to^ as n tends to infinity, there is a posi 



tive integer)^ such that 0 ^ )-fc ^ ^ A1 ^ ^ ^ 

iii) Let /'be the integer next greater than^ • Then the abscissa 

of the first maximum to the right of x -ofor mV" ,is less than «s-. 

It follows from i), ii), iii) that if/ is the greatest of///" 

andthat the curve y-S^fc), for mV,behaves as follows: 

It rises at a steep gradient from the origin to its first 

maximum, which is above and remains within the rectangle 

o**4*, 6 ÿ ■+ é • After leaving this rectangle, in 

which there may be many oscillations about y= Wx , it remains with- „ 
Ct -t*dbuA. t&JL ÏT-à* o J-4 f0 

in the rectangle + G,A and the procedure in 

the first region is repeated*. 

THE GIBBS PHENOMENA FOR THE FOURIER SERIES IN GENERAL 

Let&> be a function with an ordinary discontinuity when x 

which can be expanded in a Fourier series in the interval-n± > 

Denote by {(»■■*») and the values which f(to tends toward as 

x approaches a from above or below. It will be convenient to 

consider#4*") as greater than#4'») in the description of the curve, 

but this restriction is in no way necessary. 

Let <P(X-A) - i f- *«•-« Ga-()(v-aj ïAfcw yb&R 

When a. *-x + Tr + o*; /^-*)=-j|when-IT +«- ■< x 4. a ; *°) = V»/M'0)* <$(°)'°>ct(fi-<Ql%+1TT) 

NOW put ~ y* + + U6--*!- Vr {(0.-O)} 4IX-0.) O-UAA. f(*J 

and for x-»- be defined as& Then ^ *• o 

andi#fx) is continuous at x;a., 

For the sake of clearness we shall number the following dis¬ 

tinct steps in the argument: 

i) Sincetfjtj is continuous at x** andc^o » if given é->o 

♦The cosine seriesv'C1**'^*4^'--]which represents 0 in and 
in1J!i.<x^‘n‘can be treated in the same way as the series treated above 
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a number^ exists such that W&l1 ^ for ^ $ . If & is not originally 

less than^ , we can choose this part of S for our interval. 

ii) V(*) can be expanded in a Fourier series, this series being 

uniformly convergent in*i*£i3 which includes no other discontinuity 

af and #(*-*■) than x;t. 

Let andiU*) be the sums of the terms up to and including 

those in sin nx and cos nx in the Fourier series for 

Then é being the é af i) there exists a positive integer K*such that 

I <r*nfy) - ( A %. -M ; i * i R . 

Also j* 
\<T.tol ilr.to- wtol+lotol 

iii) Now if n is even, the first maximun in4^-^ to the right 

at x*o. is at<t+% ; and if n is odd it is at«-+^v . In either 

case there exists a positive integer /'such that the height of the 

first maximum lies between/ tiiA* and/ in/h>,V", 

iv) The first maximum will have Its abscissa between a and a+<£ 

provided that % 

Let/ be the first positive integer which satisfies this in¬ 

equality. 

V) In the interval , fl-J*) converges uniformly to f£J, 
/•«'J r,yj 

Therefore there exists a positive integer/ such that for n ? V 

this interval. Now from the equation farWM we have 

Ati (to ? Yx [f((>-+o) + i(o--°)] t î(0'*- --U) fX-a.) + (TV* (K) 

It follows from i-v that if ono apace is the first integer larger 

than K,V" the curve y:A*fo in the interval** in a behaves as fol¬ 

lows i 

When xt a, it passes through a point whase ordinate is within % 
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of 2 , and ascends at a steep gradient to its first maximum, 

i ij * ^i//^ ** ■ which is at a heighté of 

This may be written - 
■ffat-o)- * A x 

and from 

Bocher’s table we have - - °-* Sr,i ' 

It then oscillates about from x -• a to a ^ , the character 

of the waves being determined by the function faf*-*-) since the term 

v»k) adds only a quantity less than ji to the ordinate. On passing 

beyond x-^4 the curve inters and remains within the strip of 

width 2é enclosing y = from, x^at-b^y^s • A similar set of cir¬ 

cumstances can be established on the other side af the point a. 
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PART 2 

Series Other Than Fourier 

Weyl, Circôlo Mathematico di Palmero, v. 29, (1910) pp.321-323, 

Die Gibbssche Erscheinung in der Theorie der Sturm-Liouvilleschen 

Reihen. 

The Gibbs Phenomenon for Sturm-Liouville development can be 

gone into much in the same way as for Fourier series. 

&b)  are each solùtions of tne family of differential 

equations -W**, depending on the parameter x , which have 

the boundary conditionsand are normalized by fjé/nï - °> 4/^ 

considered with the approximation 

i) SM ' us* x + é~±*L*. Qfo f $>„ 

in which 

Û(*)’/,’îM^f - 

and the seriesconverges uniformly in the interval o± *6 TT, 

This asymtotic representation is taken from a passage of Liouville 

under the hypothesis thatf^ is always a function of limited vari¬ 

ation and could have been derived from Hobson* which would show 

that under these conditions<|$,:r0^ji.e. there exists A independent 

of n and x such that• Let us be reminded again that $(*) 

is a function of limited variation and write the complicated formula 

2 *i ~ ^ 
C^^IX * ^r~X ^ Y+ O0M

x) a. /VJ '-v - • - ■ m 

in which we have the following conditions : 
X X* 

- fa £(f) Ctf*-2^ f d f , (*) ~ ?(f) I'h ? d f 

aij*) = f , Voifo = 2^ fjf 

> o 

♦Proceedings of the London Math. Soc., s. 2, v. 6, p;.379 
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From the convergence and and the inequality 

2 £<*> f f < x fnfj* 
”*‘/ 0 00 i t 

follows the uniform convergence of É j (p„Mf 

From the above conditions on fa) we have that the difference 

§1 <&lX) - £ -^r- W-YX C<r<-ïf d f 
* - ,v a 7T 'O /.-o ■’ K 

converges uniformly to a continuous limit function. û<W where iM 

O±%±TT is an arbitrary integrable function • In order to see that, 

it is sufficient to remark that the series 
„ 2 [\(1) , £ ~~ f\(f) cs(T)A^Vfd ? 

are the Fourier series for the functions 

FM = f- % /^(f) l r , a iX4 v; F (-70 ï - r<K) J F(y^n) ; r(x) 

CW -- - f*f(r) Q(f) df, o‘x é * ; a(- ; c 
•V» 

the two functions are continuous and of limited variation for all 

values of the argument x. We can write the equation £ £>W 4L 4 «-*,'>*— 

Now from 1) (Hobson's formula) all statements concerning con¬ 

vergence and divergence of Fourier series and in particular the 

Gibbs Phenomenon is carried over to the Sturm-Liouville development. 

H. Weber, Math. Anhalen, 73 (1913) p. 286, Uber die Gibbssche 

Erscheinung bei bestimmten Integralen*. 
,oo 

We start with the known integral ^'-'i—'&which has for positive 

values of x the value f% , for negative values of x the valueand 

is zero for x*0. 
4J 

By the definition of integrals we can write . 
. _ 0.\_. <*/.<*. 

If one substitutes e* for** he has Jw- )0 « 

We write now under the name of the sineintegral the function 

so that we have ?(*) = 'fzZ 

We set now once for all x-o , which in passing to the limit y-«* 
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can not change more than the value SiW^o ► If one lets x approach 

zero as y approaches infinity the product xy has no definite limit¬ 

ing value and also the limiting value of Si(xy) is undetermined. 

One obtains the extreme value of the function Iff) from 

S;(f): -friLr <D . The values f.-*,  are alternately maxima and 

minima. The values of Sift*) approach the limit 

The difference between two consecutive maxima is 

f . - f0 VI (p-f-m-l ~ Xi-in ) ^ Xf 
2*1-1 * 

thus negative. The maxima form a decreasing series approaching % 

and the minima form aniincreasing sequence approaching 
    f » * ly if _ _ A i L ^ 

The first maxima and the first minima is \TK+1T ■ 
\ 

Their values as given by Gronwall are K- tfr* 9$u/.*-/?'f* 

Between the two and near-*»to the minimum -than the maximum is1^- /'s'7o79c- 

We now set f ^ xy thenfy-ttw) for each y furnishes a curve, the 

■integralsinuskurve", which varies as y increases without the 

maxima and minima varying, and the extremes fall in the limits on 

the ordinate axis. It varies with continually decreasing ampli¬ 

tude to the valued and this is the Gibbs Phenomenon. 

This slipping together on the ordinate axis without varying 

the height of the extremes is however entirely the same if one re¬ 

places the function Si(x) by an arbitrary function V- 4ft! and in 

(xy)lets the parameter y vary. 

R. G- Cooke, Proceedings of the London Math. Soc., s. 2, v. 27, 

(1928), pp 171-192, Gibbs Phenomenhn in Fourier-Bessel Series and 

Integrals. 

In this paper Cooke investigates the Gibbs Phenomenon in con¬ 

nection with the Fourier-Bessel series 



2 
(loi) U^C L 

On-I 

and/*, is the m-th positive zero of jfe) ; and also in connection 

with the Hankel integral 

£°°Jj(tu)u.<iusfo
00J,(tu)tilt)dt 

Definitions, At a point of ordinary discontinuity, x- a, other 

than the origin, of a function Î&J given by the Hankel integral 

we define the Gibbs ratio to be 
rj* 

4C&' °) / 
where 

r (W: a CJV (tu) i 

<*■•<> Cr = 

and Max Ijtimeans the maximum, and Min means the minimum, of IJ** 

for ally x in the neighborhood af x-a. 

At the origin, x-o, we define the Gibbs ratio ta be 

(W> G---^J£T > 
Thus in the casey':^ ,when the Hankel integral of f(*J reduces to 

the Fourier integral of 1ft Ifc) , either fact) <n 

f /^vvi ^ 
(jr ' /7r Jo " ~ 

We shall call the following gerneralization the modified Hankel 

integral - A f0 Jy/ ( X ^ d ü- fo'Tv(£i*-)t 

This clearly reduces to the Hankel integral when 01 = 0 and to the 

Fourier sine integral when <**r= ‘/x ■ 

Cooke then states and proves the following theorems: 

Theorem I: The modified Hankel integral 

X* J J/(xa.) IA. Jo J{tu) t''01 4(t) dt 

has a Gibbs ratio at x -« equal to 
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/- <* 
r(l- KL**?*.*) 

  77; r—r- / J/(A)A dA r Cà*+M Jo 

where j is the smallest positive zero of X(A) , provided that 

‘/x I oi- / X t ci. “V / O 4 c+ o ; $ o 

if ot+ViOjoo-^, there is no Gibbs Phenomenon at x-o 

case, if |/--& , we have that the Fourier integral 

vx r°° r °°. yA - ~ 

As a special 

du. £ t (A i(t) , ft+o) ï o 

has a Gibbs ratio at x^o equal to 

h 

-frf" 
r c %z^L- f & 
pc/^° 

oL^Zi 

provided that^-^^; and tî«-/i , this further reduces to 
d! 

Theorem II: This sequence j f , fi-1,2, 5----- 

Jr- 
is a steadily decreasing sequence, provided that i) -‘/x * ' 

when , ii) when yt--‘A 

Definition: We define the Gibbs ratio for the Fouroer-Bessel 

series for points x such that of** > in the same way as for the 

Hankel integral, except that, in the formulae (2.01) and (2.02), 

l£w is replaced by , this being the n-th partial sum af the 

Fourier-Bessel series for the given function too 

Consider the em>point x= 1. In the special case /--■&, Fourier- 

Bessel series for the function X reduces to the Fourier series 

0° ~M-/ 

2 ^ (.1 j w n x 
-i WIT 

: x 

- 

( - ( *■ X *■ 1 ) 

( x-i I ) 

*It should be noted that this expression is a function of both «* 
and* whereas the Gibbs ratio at points other than the origin is 
independent of v. 
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and this is defined by periodicity elsewhere. 
'F , 

so that (2.01) gives C- = %rj ~ 

Her e r-o) = ^ Ktf°) • 
-/ 

We therefore choose a definition fif the Gibbs Ratio for the 

Fourier-Bessel^ at x--/ which is consistent with the particular case 

, r.J^ tf(t-4*o 
Lt-Ol) b- “ yyi-^co 

Theorem III: The Fourier-Bessel series for a given function tto 

has, at the point x*/ , a Gibbs ratio equal to 

% r^- A , t*-* *a ¥ 

Theorem IV: The modified Fourier-Bessel series 

vt- 3? 2 Jv ( } 

«*l-t vJ/+, ( tf/trl ) 

has a Gibbs ratio at x-o equal to 

[XMàTUA. 

where is the smallest positive zero of Zv(fi.), provided that 

— ÿx 2. ot £ / o< - If ■£. X t ot f ^ > o j ^ ^ + 1^-0 I ot > * 

there is no Gibbs Phenomenon at x-<? . As a special case, if V='/T. 

we have the result that the Fourier series 

Vt-'/l OD 

^ ^ ^ A**-* 'VM 77 X 
77~ **•-/ 

/^.vt d t, f(+o)fO 
JA 

has a Gibbs ratio at x^o equal to 

a*'* fS'^A.4*. 

irr « j 

If/ / 2./ 
provided that; and ifeu-% , this farther reduces to  —  
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J « R. Wilton, Journal fur Mathematik, v. 159, (1928) pp. 144-153 

The Gibbs Phenomenon in Fourier-Bessel Series. 

This article and that of Cooke in Proc. L. Math. Soc., 1928 in 

some respects overlap. I shall state the results of Wilton and 

then compare his and Cooke's results. 

Lemma 1. If Jo^cz.il o * * 2& _ j then 

*7~o ~(^TcPr~ 

> r(Yiv+%) 

w* rOiv+%) 

(■A*f 
P( Yti) 0(*r”) 

Lemma 2. 

*.i) S. x 
n. 

If r is so chosen that Q+r>0,v'>'kjk>o the series 

« r* [*«*<)] kl 

"1^ 

exhibits the Gibbs Phenomenon as x o . 

Lemma 3. If tne numoers£ satisfy the conditions* 

L) C+i ^ ° L 0 ~ K+*'' < < W, £>o, „ >/rA(0 

2'i) 

& * / * , C+/l> o , X> o t 

*2: 

"2F 
j.  r(kv+fc) Cr/y . \ r,. /'V i*# 

= pyju r(fr+%) 4*p(rH) 11(w cW- irc} ~&)11+O(K 

GLs<L X ~ê~ O 

V 
/-A 

Lemma 4. If -'/jzyz. */2 , c+a>t?, then as x o 

J/[(4xfa+c)] ? _ i ) 

4* («+*)* J ‘ U * 

uniformly with respect to N* 

Lemma 5. If , and the sequence of numbers is subject to 

the conditions 

0 ^ ^ ^ > *n: t, \ - 

II) C^-Uyt+c) +8™'' -f- O fa'*) f SHZ yo 

*The conditions are satisfied by the numbers jn *4 4-- TT, 

o^JL if >j *vl-i\yStr 
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tîie function defined by the series 

( °2L VYI f vT, Jf[tx(4t+C)] J 

~ 4* (*>+c.) ¥x ‘ J 

ther-ger4fes is an absolutely convergent integral, and is therefore 

of bounded variation in the interval 06 X- . 

Lemma 6. The function defined by the series 2*2) is of 

bounded variation in the interval ^ Y^-'/X 

Theorem A. Let be a function satisfying the conditions 

, a) i(+o)*< 

u)there is an interval^,*) within which fwhas no discontinuity other 

than x-o t(iv) ■#) is of bouhded variation in the closed interval 

(6f&),&£(*) ancf is absolutely con¬ 

vergent; and let xVtf be expanded (a) in--a Eourier-Bessel series, 

where the A* are the roots oftJv(t)+Hjv(t}, Then the two series 2.7l) 

and 2.72) exhibit the Gibbs Phenomenon as X4o; and if S(n,x) de¬ 

notes the sum of n terms of either series, 

so that 

2.11 ) {(*) - è % Jy (xt*) 

b) in a Dini series, for which H + />o , so that 

2,72) ï(*) - X 

♦The cond it i-o-m}~-ape--s5Ttsfired~by~-the—numbers 
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Theorem B. If f(x) satisfies the conditions or theorem A, the 

(411) sums,!^^, of a) the Fourier-Bessel expansion f(x), and b) 

the Dini expansion of f(x), when H+K>O , do or do not exhibit the 

Gibbs Phenomenon according as there is or is not a positive value 

f for which . 

5.*; ('(i-t)y f > r+°> 

Cooke shows that under certain conditions Hankers integra}. 
Mal 

-t/% * + i i 

for Y /^(TSHwexhibits the Gibbs Phenomenon as x-*o, This question 

is not touched on by Wilton. 

At the end point x=f , Cooke shows that the Fourier-Bessel 

series exhibits the Gibbs Phenomenon. 

At the end point x=tf , Cooke deals with the Fourier-Bessél 

seriesand proves the theorem which includes theorem A(a) 

when a:& ; he does not find it necessary to assume V^A * On the 

other hand he does not consider Dini series. 

Cooke does not touch on the question of summable series con¬ 

sidered in Wilton's theorem B. 

R. G. Cooket Journal of the London Matn. Soc., v. 3(1928) 

pp., 92-98, # case of Gibbs Phenomenon. 

In this article Cooke considers an integral of the Fourier- 

Bessel type, namely the Titchmarsh integral fo X ft*) ud“fo tf(t)dt 

He defines the Gibbs ratio at a point of ordinary discon¬ 

tinuity xs<tfo of a function f(x) given by Titchmarsh's integral to be 

AW T*fo) ~ M***£*S)d 

I ^o- + o) - i(o-o)/ 

where 

the minimum 

origin x-o 

fV¥ (Xu)kdkfddt*\ and Max I ip means the maximum, and Min I J** 
i * tfcjdt 

, of If** for all x in the neighborhood of x-a. At the 

* the Gibbs ratio is defined to be 
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r. Cr - fA-^co f( +o) 

,77 

For points other than the origin £-- Ar J0  ^ ' 

He then states and proves the following 

Theorem: The modified Titchmarsh integral 

yjtu) t"~ fà)dt 

has a Gihbs ratio at x~oequal to 

/-«* f (!-'/>*■ +'6Y) % I-<* l 11- '/i**+'6Yi f t,, <*-• . 

i y,t L 

where f**■-&:?** provided that fVo)4o and i) when-/ 

we have 'h^01^ ü) when *$$£ K*'/*. we have 

<ot+V>Oj /.c a-Y^3- > aL<^i~ {//-t±Y*')/2-17 J 

J. R. Wilton, Messenger of Math., v. 56, (1927) pp. 175-181* 

The Gifchs Phenomenon in series of Schlomilch type. 

In this theorem- Wilton states and proves the following theorems 

and Lemmas. 

Theorem 1. If ota*/j,S>o, and as n^» «.»/ <^) :c c**(o.»,~z2:)+ 0('h~S ) 

where/ is an arbitrary (complex) number; and if O < 7V\ £ x 6 217*0.' < * IT ~ a. 

then the function f(x) defined by the series 1.2) £ ~ 

has a single ordinary discontinuity at x-.* , with the saltus c(jr/i.<L)
>f*-. 

and the series exhibits, in the same measure as a Fourier series, 

the Gibbs Phenomenon as x-4 a * 

Theorem 2. If (î)-^ h+v+i , ii) c is real, iii)J>© , and 

♦The special case Y--’^'gives the same result as the special case 
V-'/j. in the Hankel integral, Proc. London Math. Soc., (2)27(1928) pp.171- W4 
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is the greater of the two numbers & and S+//2. - > 

tV) <$('*) - 0- 'Vi'* + Q (to'*"** J &XI to -V OO 

v)oéXfzn-Kizir ; and if f(x) be defined lay the series 

2 oj ^ X'~X 4*^ J? (xf M + 5 /fa tJLiA. 4(P)-O, i(+o)*4 

2of) 2'* P(&v-&*+&)/rfor+&x 

and the sreies exhibits the Gibbs phenomenon as x-*o. There is 

no other discontinuity in the interval/" o, *?-*) 

This theorem is proven with the help of the following Lemmas: 

Lemma..l. If o* c*i, o**<■**,-#,i and i is defined by 2.01) then 

r 7 oo / .1 K*-^ J-lm+l 
>'* J„fK*+C)J ,-x <1^ {jbV_   n^~^itotcj 

ry,ip(y+M^i) 2,1) JE *' 

Lemma 2. If* ■tr+t, , and f(x) is the sum of the series 

on the left of 2.1), thenfy-and the series exhibits the Gibbs 

Phenomenon as x -» o' 
is- .o) 

Lemma 3. If 'Ai and #>)=0/™^s n^^/ithl* series 

2.3) 
/- A 

cj)M 
Jv [xCot+cjJ 

(w+C.) * 

converges uniformly to zero as x ^ o . 
(5>o) 

Lemma 4. If-^*>i^>vt-A+/>oand4^)-Of«,iA & !J/ithe series 2.3) con¬ 

verges uniformly to zero as x -» o . 

Theorem 3. If k ?ot the (Ck) sum of the series 2.Q! does or 

does not exhibit the Gibbs Phenomenon as X4fl according as there is 

or is not a number f > o such that 

3 .0) f 0-tf f'~* hilEl it 0 t 
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R. G„ Cooke, Journal of the London Math. Soc., v. 4, (1929) 

pp. 18-21, Gibbs Phenomenon in Schlomilch series * 

In this paper Cooke considers the Schlomilch series 

= rMrcfc-w 

, M(-i- ) ^ j f (t ©) 4V>A. © ô J 0 , 
and ~J0 

<*‘® and proves the 

Theorem: The modified Schlomilch series 

<1 -, JV ^ A** i i // ^ Æ/W, //,^yir~ ) |W *-/z X ryn-l 

has a Gibbs ratia at x ;o equal to 
t 

i-<* I 11 - 'A “ + ,
/XY) S rj 

2 
ro-fi~+zv) J At 

I 1 / 1/ _| J. // «/I ^ 

provided <*+ v>o}-'/xu.* i}jfte)to where is the smallest positive zero 

of J^t) . 

It will be observed that the expression for the Gibbs ratio 

above is identical with that obtained in the corresponding cases 

for the Fourier-Bessel series and the Hankel integral*. 

R. G» Cooke, Proceedings af the London Math. Soc., v* 30, (1930) 

pp* 144-164, Disappearing Gibbs Phenomenon. 

Gibbs Phenomenon in Cesaro sums of Fourier series and integrals 

has been studied Cramer** and Carslaw*** respectively. 

The cardinal fact from these papers is that when a Fourier 

series or integral is summed (Ck) there is a value of k between 

0 and 1, say-0“, such that Gibbs Phenomenon, occurs at a point of 

*R. G- Cooke, Proc. Lon. Math. Soc., s. 2, v. 27, (1928) pp.l71-/?i 
**Arkiv for Math., 13 (1919) 
♦♦♦journal of the Lon. Math. Soc., v. 1, (1926), pp. 201-204. 
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ordinary discontinuity for k«co , and does not occur for & « 

From the papers by Cramer and Carslaw it is seen that the Gihbs 

ratio, at a point of ordinary discontinuity in either the Fourier 

series or integral whem summed (Ck) will be obtained by evaluating 

where is Young’s function*. Let c^, c2, Cg be the posi¬ 

Cooke then uses fourteen pages to give the proof of the followigf 

Theorem: The Fourier series or integral, when summed (Ck), has, 

at a point of ordinary discontinuity a Gibbs ratio equal to 

there is Gibbs Phenomenon far o.vo* and none if k ^.^8 , so that 

0.40^ £*<0.40 . 

Cooke has a note added on Oct* 14, 1929, which states that 

Gronwall*computed the value of $ and found that Gibbs Phenomenon 

disappears if k>0.4395516* the last digit being possibly in error 

by a unit. 

The Schlomilch series of Strue functions 

is next chosen for investigation* Cooke had shown**that at a 

point of ordinary discontinuity other than the origin the Gibbs 

which may be written 

tive zeros, an ascending order, of t) * 

♦Annals of Math. v. 31 r (1930). **Proc. L.M.S., s.2, v. 27 Th. 3 
Uxn, 0~o X) <***&> 
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TT 

t. 

ratio is given by 

He shows that 

JL~%«. /Md>< ~ ^rf~ rv-'). »*® ^ * Hv(t)dt 
M'l) /Vl-^*50 X>® 

. ^ _ < iL, H* (™*> __ 2 r (/+■) ^ J±±!^T Mi 
tArwJL. . S/v, W - (,A‘V"*)v ' ^ '***' ^ (* 

then states that the Titchmarsh integral 

f HY (*V) u^u. f y/t“) t fa) * t 
to ° 

AM*;1 

has,at x-o, a Gibbs ratio also given by 11.1. 

He then states that he attempted to prove that under certain 

conditions the greatest maximum of ll.ljoccured at (the smallest 

positive zero of HY(£) ) but found that the difficulties of manipu¬ 

lation were overwhelming. However he did find: There is no 

Gibbs Phenomenon for the series and integral under consideration 

for V 5'ojo and there is one for -ÿx - Y ±-o,i.o . 
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QUADRIC HYPERSURFACES IN FOUR DIMENSIONAL SPACE 

INTRODUCTION 

A hyperplane consists of the points gotten by taking four points 

not points of one plane, all points collinear with any two of them, 

and all points collinear with any two obtained by this process* 

A space of four dimensions consists of the points gotten by tak— 

ing five points not points of one hyperplane, all points collinear 

with any two of them and all points collinear with any two obtained 

by this process. 

A hyper cylindrical hypersurface consists of a system of paral¬ 

lel lines passing through the points of a hyperplane surface, but 

not lying in the hyperplane of the surface. The surface is called 

the directing-surface and the parallel lines are the elements. 

A hyper-cylinder consists of that portion of a closed hyper- 

cylindrical hypersurface which lies between two parallel directing- 

surfaces together with the directing-surfaces themselves and their 

interiors* 

A spherical hypercylinder is one whose bases(interiors of the 

directing-surfaces) are the interiors of spheres. 

A hyperconical hypersurface consists of the lines determined 

by the points of a hyperplane surface and a point not in the hyper¬ 

plane of this surface * 

A hypercone consists of a hyperplane surface, or portions of 

hyperplane surfaces, forming a closed hyperplane figure, and ta- 

point not a point of the hyperplane of this figure, together with 

the interior of the latter and the interiors of the segments formed 

by taking the gitoen point with the points of the hyperplane figure. 
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A plano-conical-hypersurface consists of the planes determined 

by the points of a plane curve and a line not in a hyperplane with 

this curve, 

A hypersphere consists of the points at a given distance from 

a given point. 

Lines and planes are parallel to one another as in the ordinary 

geometry; two lines when they lie in one plane and do not intersect, 

a line and a plane or two planes when they lie in one hyperplane and 

do not intersect. 

Theorem 1. Two lines perpendicular to the same hyperplane are 

parallel. 

Theorem 2. A hyperplane perpendicular to one of two parallel 

lines is perpendicular to the other also. 

Theorem 3. If two planes through a point are parallel to a 

given line they intersect in a parallel line. 

Theorem 4. If a hyperplane intersects one of two parallel 

lines ^nd does not contain ii, the hyperplane intersects the other 

plane also, and the two lines of intersection are parallel. 

Theorem 5. If a planermeets one of two parallel planes in a 

single point, it will meet the other in a single point. 

Theorem d. Two planes absolutely perpendicular to a third are 

parallel* 

Theorem 7. A plane absolutely perpendicular to one of two 

parallel planes is absolutely perpendicular to the other. 

Theopèm 8. * Twdiplanes parallel to a third are parallel. 

Theorem y. If three parallel planes all intersect a giloen 

line, they all lie in one hyperplane. 

Theorem 10. If a line and a plane do not lie in one hyperplane, 

they have only one common perpendicular line. 
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Theorem 11. Any hyperplane section af a hypersphere is«sphere 

having for it&a center the projection of the center of -i$u hyper sphere 

upon the hypersurface. 

A plane is said to be tangent to a hypersurface if it lies in 

the tangent hyperplane and passes through the point of contact. 

^ °^8 the 8eneral equation of quadric hypersurfaces 

in four dimensions. If we have a square term a™. if 5-A. we 

have a product term and the coefficient of Yn isa„.s-*a.i/L which can 

be written as a single coefficientwhich is equivalent to as¬ 

suming a,*!&S/L . This assumption therefore does not lead to any 

loss of generality. 

èûaV^Is called the canonical equation of a quadric. 

Theorem: If the canonical equation of the quadric contains 

k terms af one sigh and It terms af opposite sign (k* k = 5) and if 

k £ k^ the quadric contains real flats of dimension k-1 and no higher 

dimensions» 

Specialized quadrics: When the equation of the quadric is re- 

duced to its canonical form the nature of the quadric variety 

(i.e. a part from metrical properties) depends only on the signs of 

the coefficients a<i * If the coefficients are all of the same 

sign the quadric contains no real points and is said to be virtual. 

But when the equation is in canonical form the determinant D re¬ 

duces to aQ, a^, ajj so that when D=<;0, one or more of the co¬ 

efficients vanish* When r of the coefficients vanish the quadric 

is said to be specialized r times. The condition for this is that 

the matrix or ^déterminant be of rank n-r+1* 

If V is a variety of two dimensions and 0 a point not lying in 



its hyperplane, the ruled hypersurface generated by straight lines 

joining 0 to the points of V is a hyper cone of three dimensions. 

The distance between two points P and Q is given by: 

PQ vx-x.) V2- 
e> 

The angleAbetween two lines by 

©• ■ CK 01 • ~+ Cc^L °<-x + C(jr< u2 ^3 OK *** ^ 

where OB and OP are two lines through 0>and is the angle PQXt- 

1 1 
and <*t- is the angle POX;. 

The coordinates of any point on a given line. If F*,Q,R are 

three pofnts on a line with coordinates x., yi , z. r P being the 

variable point then 

2, + > £ * * ** y - 
Xr /-^A J A J 3 /•*■> 

j,, 
1 tA 

Throughout this discussion the existence of a Euclidean space 

af at least four dimensions is assumed and the axes af coordinates 

are always rectangular. This assumption does not detract from 

the generality of the problem considered any more than the similar 

assumption does in the geometry of three dimensions. A single 

linear equation in four variables (or five homogeneous variables) 

represents a hyperplane; two simultaneous equations af the first 

degree represent a plane; three a straigh line; and four equations 

represent a point. 

The equation af the hypersurface of the n-th degree may be 

represented by the equation:. 
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0 fi * S, y 1- c, y -+ k 2 + £. w' -t 8* V l-+ £, yz-t 02 \J 

■f 2 Fx X y -fi G-^ ^ 2 Ui )(.W -+ 3. 2\ y 2 -+ 2'J’i Y M2 

12 KX *w + i3 Y
1
 + y3*  o 

The number of independent constants in this general equation is 

easily shown to be 

A hypersurface of the second degree may be made to pass through 14 

arbitrarily chosen points or to satisfy 14 linear independent 

equations. The general hypersurface is completely determined by 

ÿ(h) points. 

Let us put (1) into polar form by writing for x,y,z,w, respec¬ 

tively , (3<V'*/Pc<pP,fotv;p^where f represents the radius vector and «/3 K S 

the direction cosines. If the origin is on the surface the Constant 

term disappears and one of the roots isP^o * S second root will 

be C-o if the linear terms in (1) are absent. This is true only 

when 

This is the condition that the radius vector lie in the hyperplane 

which will be called the tangent plane to the hyper 

surface at the point in question. In order to meet the hyper- 

✓ 3 ^~ _ A 
( 

l H-J 3 H- ) dfaj' & f, 

5, ttfL <* i- C, CjL ft + A tft Y -t E, CtfL S - O 
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surface in three coincident points, the radius vector must lie on 

a hypercone of the second degree and, since the latter meets any 

hyperplane through the origin an a cone of the second degree, it 

follows that through a given point of a hypersurface passes a 

quadric cone of lines which meet the surface in three coincident 

points. 

The tangent plane at a given point on the surface may also be 

a double, triple, or quadruple tangent hyperplane, since it meets 

the hypersurface in a surface of second degree which may have a 

second, third, or fourth double point* Since the equation of the 

hyperplane involves four constants, the number of quadruple tangent 

hyperplanes will in general be finite. 

Two hypersurfaces are met by a hyperpiane and two quadrics 

which intersect each other in a space curve of the fourth order, and 

the intersection of two hypersurfaces is therefore a surface of the 

fourth order. Since the hypersurface of the second degree is de¬ 

termined by 14 points, two hyperquadrics may have 13 points in 

common, while three distinct hyperquadrics may not have more than 

13 points in common. 

If £: 0 and g.- 0 be the equations of two hyperquadrics, f+ *g>o 

is the general equation of a hyperquadric passing through 13 given 

points and A may be so determined that the surface shall pass through 

one more point, provided this point does not lie on the curve or 

surface determined by the 13 points* Through 14 points in hyper¬ 

space one hypersurface of the second degree passes; if more than 

one, they are degenerate, and in that case an infinite number may 

be passed through the given points. If the 14 points do not all 
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lie on one hyperplane, 14 linear equations are obtained from which 

the coefficients A, Aj, Ag, B^, may be obtained. If the 

given points lie on a hyperplane, 14 equations are also obtained 

in the coefficients A', A-^1, , B^', . These coefficients 

can not all be zero, for the given points determine a hyperplane 

AVÆ/x+$y*C/è+Z)V^© , If this equation be multiplied by any linear 

function of X, y, z, w, a degenerate hypersurface passing through 

the given points is obtained and therefore there are an infinite 

number of such hyperquadrics. 

The condition that f % =o represent a hypercone of the second 

degree is that Ds 0, where D is the determinant of the coefficients 

of the five hyperplanes: 

(B A ) X t ) à (G- x ^ £* ) 2: -h (w* *■ ir- o 

(ft + F* A ) X t (£-> + hÇxj^ ^X.).?' * f J, * ^u/( -t(cxi-h, c')- o 

fc1 + c: V+(b2 + *\!j + lKt + W)wt(bt o 

ul -e( + (Ç + *£)Wt (£t >,£')* O 

(6, -+ $ x) (c, + AC')#11 ( D, -f /> t>J 2‘ + (£>* ^ ^ ^ + Kff'J-o 

This determinant is of the fifth degree in > * and thus five hyper¬ 

cones may in general pass through the intersection of two hyper¬ 

quadrics ► 

It will now be shown that a quadric hypersurface may have four 

principal hyperplanes. If^^crbe the direction cosines of a 

system of parallel chords of hypersurface the diametral 

hyperplane will be represented by 

X ^ F -c* 7k Fy 'ii + -? c v -f- 2 c',f <r~ > o <A 
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(à B*. +^/r» + v'G-1. + o-«i_)x+^>/
1; i-uc,^ -+ K-E* 4 <’~jx)'i- 

(l G-x +/A. XTi -t Ÿ h.-* <r Kji + (>«.+/< Jx+ZAl 4 ^ ) K/ 

5, > +^C, -4-/5,4- o~E, --o 

If the hyperplane ; (2) be perpendicular to the chords which it tri¬ 

sects, the following conditions must hold; 

Fb - i = OR. 

'T“ ~ ~ v °“ 

f8, + ^ ^ + /C». + = 0 , + ^r* +cr J-».-' ° > 

O ^1,^+ (iV 4) V + Kx<r = o , /s** -t KIV + fa-f) r~= o 

The equations (3) represent four conditions on the direction co¬ 

sines <r and there will be a solution other than zerp if the 

symmetric determinant of the coefficients vanishes, that is 

&X.--S 
hi 2. 

Fa. 

Cr, 

H*. 

= O 

This arranged in descénding powers of becomes the discriminating 

quartlc of the hypersurface. In the theory of symmetric determi¬ 

nants it is proved that, if the same quantity, x, be subtracted 

CL 

from each element of the diagonal of the determinant of the n-th 

order and the determinant developed, the resulting equation in x 

has n real roots. The discriminating quartic therefore, has four 

real roots. Every quadric hypersurface has four principal hyper¬ 

planes which may be chosen as the coordinate hyperplanes in order 
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to simplify the equation of the hypersurface. 

PART 2 

Classification of Hypersurfaces 

The general equation of a quadric hypersurface in four di¬ 

mensional space contains fifteen terms and may be written: 

i) ft t & * * c/ ÿ t>, i +Et K / B* X* -t Cx 2V M X ï 

+ + Z*x ^i + -2 Ji •+ xKxhvJ *0 

Hypersurfaces may be classified in various ways much as the 

familiar quadrics of ordinary space and the different types of 

surfaces obtainable from the equation (l-Js have many properties 

analogous to those of the three dimensional surfaces. We assume 

that there is at least one hyperplane which is also a diametral 

hyperplane and we take this hyperplane as one of the four funda¬ 

mental hyperplanes. The hypersurface at once becomes symmetrical 

witn respect to it, and a certain numoer of terms drop out. Tnen 

by a rotation of axes, the remaining terms of cross products may 

be removed, after, the equation assumes tne simple for$: 

j) ft+2BtX-f2Ct
ij+il),2:i-2E,HJ+B>)<.x-l-C:L'4'L+Dx^+Ex Mx=o 

By changing the origin to the point ('%.>'§;)we Have 

6, x’+Cx 3* ■+ Dxi** 4 f>' * I;f + * 4r " * 

I. This equation gives us the central hypersurfaces 
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v* Y ï2' - Il 
xé + %- - ^ '7 
, HV i> ui -, f hypor-hyperbololda 

%* ' ‘ 'É* ‘ - 1 J 

^70 ^ f %* '+-^ - ° Imaginary quadric hypercones 

■<-^ -'°? 

%1 + ty.2 — ~ ~ ° „ real hypercones 

II. Noncentral hypersurfaces. ’ If in equation 2) one of the 

coefficients, Ejto , the equation becomes 

M** h)'+a* + %f*cnfi+k)x,2£iW.- 

By changing the origin to the point^^* ^ ,^cjthe qquation reduces to 

Zto, 8XX*+C2 t+bi hyper-paraboloid 

^ïô, îf ^A. 2 - ft elliptic cylindroid 

/?",o , Bzx* +c2f +t>zY = o 
conical cylindroid 

III. Let any two of the coefficients of equation 2) as Eg- b±- o 

It then becomes 

5a -* C* <Jl -f I A 'h + 2 ftW +fl'- ~ C,/cx " ° 
} 

but we may take 2b, £ fit, tV/#- V- Ly as the hyperplane z -oand write 
'Ox xz 

the equation in the form: ^xT-C^Vlii-oand this is the equation of a 

cylindrical hypersurface with the paraboloid as the guiting surface. 

If, however, D, the equation becomes 

3} X1 -t Cx %x z 
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IV. If any three of the coefficients, Ç*"the equation 1) 

reduces to 

2C, % +2'Q 2 +z£, VJ + ff- S'/BJ ° 

or £L X-f'-$ÿ-o, a cylindrical hypersurface whose gui&ing curve is a 
parabola. If in addition C(=o the equation is equivalent to 

a pair of hyperplanes x - ± 

HYPERELLIPSOID. The hypersurface is limited in all four di¬ 

rections. By taking sections of the hyperellipsoid by hyperplanes 

parallel to the four coordinate hyperplanes, we obtain ellipsoids 

real or imaginary, depending on the distance between the hyperplane 

of section and the coordinate hyperplane to which it is parallel. 

A hyperpll±pi\ may be generated by a variable ellipsoid moving a fi¬ 

nite distance in hyperspace parallel to itself in such a way that 

three conjugate diameters describe three fixed ellipses having as 

common diameter the line of direction of motion. 

If any three of the coefficients the equation^!) 

reduces 

a cylindrical hypersurface whose guiding curve is a parabola. If 

in addition the\^quation is eqtiivalent to a^pair of hyper- 

) lanes. 

jyperelllpsoid. The^hypeihsurface is limited in all four di¬ 

rection^ By taking sections of the hyperellipsoid by hyperplasies 

parallel toNfhe four coordinate hyperplaç.es, we obtain ellipsoids 

real or Jlmaninai^y, depending on the distances between the hyper- 

pla^é" of section ariihthe coordinate hyperplane eç which it is paral¬ 

lel* A hyper ell ip soiaN^ay be generated by a variable ellipsoid 
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moving a finite distance irf hyperspace parallel to itself/ih such Zxthat three conjugate diameters describe three fixed ellipses 

g as common/aiameter the line/of direction of motion. 

Elliptic hyper-hyperboloid. A hyperplane section by hyper¬ 

plane W*l^.s an ellipsoid; a section by x, y, Z-VL is a hyperboloid 

of one sheet. The hyper surface may be thought of as being gener¬ 

ated by a variable ellipsoid moving/isuch a maaner that three con¬ 

jugate diameters describe three fixed hyperbolas having a common 

center. 

Hyperbolic hyper-hyperboloids. A hyperplane section by z^k or 

wik is a hyperboloid of one sheet; a section by xik or y*k is a 

hyperboloid of two sheets. The first two sections are real no 
« x_ 

matter what the value of k may be, the last two are real if b>k 

orôa’j'k^and an imaginary if -h>k*b. If three signs are negative and 

one, for example that of the term in x, is positive, sections by 

w:k , y-k, or z=k are real hyperboloids of two sheets while sections 

by x*k are real ellipsoids if k>axand imaginary if -a^k^a* 

Hyperparabololds* These hypersurfaces fall into three groups, 

depending on the values and signs of the coefficients. They are: 

the elliptic hyperparaboloid, the hyperparaboloid of revolution and 

the hyperbolic hyperparaboloid. In the equation cx y
x+b± 2r*-+z£;n/-o 

we have the elliptic hyperparaboloid if E is negative and the other 

coefficients positive (imaginary if E is positive); the hyperpara¬ 

boloid of revolution if B~ C, or B: Cx- D* All other combinations 

of signs give hypersurfaces which, when cut by hyperplanes parallel 

to the conrdinate hyperplanes, areeither hyperboloids or paraboloids 

(real or imaginary). 
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PART 3 

PROPERTIES OF HYPER QUADRICS SUCH AS HYPERPLANE SECTIONS, LINE 

GENERATORS , ETC. 

A hyperplane section of a hyperquadric is a quadric and a plane 

section is a conic provided Neither the hyperplane nor the plane are 

parts of the original hypersurface. It will now he shown that it 

is always possible to obtain sections of surfaces af revolution 

which will be spheres. Let us take the equation of the hypersur¬ 

face 

8, X1 y+D, + + i x + 2 c. ^ + 4+2/51^ +fl-° 

and write it in the form 

This equation represents the hypersurface as the intersection of 

two hypersurfaces, one the hypersphere 

XV f1 f x%, - o 

and the other a cylindrical hypersurface with a conical base 

(tx- &) ^ + f Dt- B.) iV (£,-£.) lA- O 

This second hypersurface degenerates into a pair of hyperplanes 

when either q, D, or is equal to Bi. This means that in Hie 

equation of the original hypersurface any two of the coefficients 

of x, y, z, w must be equal: in other words, the hypersurface 

must be one of revolution. Spherical sections are ttius possible 

in surfaces of revolution. 

RULED HYPERSURFACES. Certain types of hypersurfaces may be 
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made up of lines similar to the analogous surfaces of three dimen¬ 

sional space. In fact through every point of such a hypersurface 

two such lines may pass* Consider the equation of the form 

+ c 

I. LetC*®! flo/o, Sj}be a point upon the hyper sur face and 

(<*• +*? vJ+vpA+o-pja second point at a distance (° from the first 

and>,/VV, o- the direction cosines of the line joining the two. For 

this line to lie entirely in the hypersurface the following con¬ 

ditions must be satisfied 

CL 04o -f-fr-$o "t C. Vo &o ~ ^ 

a(«04>p)v+u^^p)Sc(r;+Y(3) t 

a«-o + + + &■ @o + c\f0y ■+ d é0°~ ) + 

a. iC +c-v.‘ C> < U4 

(OL«l +Aie* t£^' )(o-X‘-*-t- ■U'-.cV') - (+*p. A + e viv} ' 

XI.- /}„ >)%• at. r°UY- Vo)') l+ -MÆoV-V!. -U J o 

This condition shows that a, b, c( d can not be all positive nor all 

negative,but other combinations of signs are permissible. The 

surfaces which contain lines upon them are: 

/ 

Since the condition is of the second degree in there are 1» o 

lines through each point. V 
II. If the hypersurface is in the fora ax z duJ ~ o 

the three conditions on the lines are; 
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(X&O + ft o + c /<>* ^ a- y + * t c y 2 = o , ao(0 >+ 4 Bo^ ■+ c Vo Y » d£ 

a4 ( a. - (5O>)
2
+O-CC^OV-\/0^JV4IC^0 y- v'o /JL )2+ d.*= o 

Here again all four of the coefficients a, b, c, d, can not be 

positive nor can they all be negative. Other combinations of 

signs are allowable, such that for a positive or a negative d at 

least two of the other coefficients must have opposite signs. 

The hypersurfaces are the following: 

S/i~L + 't - c •£.'*- i 2d vJ ->o 

Q/f} _ 4^x - c èl i z d.'+J - o 

TANGENT HYPERPLANES, HYPER QUADRIC Ç, ETC. 

The tangent hyper plane. Let f(x,y,z ,w)»0, f((x,y,z,w)-0 and 

£(x,y,z,w):0 represent three hyperplanes passing through the point 

Pe (x0 ,yo , zc , wj. Their curve of intersection also passes through 

the point 1^, , and the tangent to it is defined by the three hyper¬ 

planes 

à *f 
+(* - •a.) 44 + 44 " ° 

(X'Xo 1 lïïL +(S-*âo) ^ -t (i-2o ) ^ +(UJ-Wc] 44 = ° 

Let the hyper sur faces f, and f^vary, keeping f constant. The a 

curve of intersection is in each case different but the tangent to 

it at the point Pc always lies in the hyperplane 1) » Therefore the 

tangents to a hypersurface at any point an it all lie in a hyper¬ 

plane which may be called the tangent hyperplane at the point. Xts 

equation may be also obtained by âïlD®ingethe secant through the 

point ta approach a limiting position such that the distance be- 
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tween the two points in which the latter cats the hypersurface is 

zero.- This method was already taken up in the earlier part of 

the paper. 

Normals. The normal to. h hypersurface at a point on its line 

is perpendicular to the tangent hyperplane at that point. Required: 

the number of normals to a hypersurface through a point in hyper¬ 

space . 

The equation of the normal at any point x, y, z,wis 

y-V* ^ - Wo 
Tl =
 " 3JLT 

-TZ- d3o 

Let the hypersurface and the normal to it at the point xol jr, zo, w„ 

be represented by the equations 

a 

The coordinated of the foot of the normal satisfy the equation 

2) %(** -* )* %( lo-*!) ? % ( Zo-i) * ‘fai1 

The point x,y,z,w is on the hypersurface and the normal at this 

point passes through the point. xo , y^ , zo , wo . From 2) it fol 

lows that 

3) y* 
(X V o 
01- 

^ C ^0 
\ rwT ' "* 

\AJ 
(X w o 
cL + AM * 

($n substituting these values in 1) we get an equation in m 

<JL*o io 
If) FM - + (^)x <L <A> 

1. 
Û C i. 

- I = o 

which is of degree eight in m. It is therefore possible to draw 

eight normals from a point to a central hypersurface. Suppose 
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that a, b, c, d are four quantities in the descending order of mag¬ 

nitude, and let m take on the values ± a, ±b,tc,td respectively. 

F(W] --I. for m equal to -a, -b, -c, -d respectively Ffem) becomes 

infinite and has a negative or positive sign, according as a,b,c,d 

in 4) are positive or negative* If these numbers are all positive 

there are two values of m. which will make F(m) vanish ; and since 

the numbers a,b,c,d, can nat all be negative if the hypersurface is 

real, F(m)= 0 has at least two real roots. 
ili. 

Theorem: 0f„ 8 normals which can be drawn from a point to dé¬ 

centrai hypersurface at least two are real. 

TANGENTIAL EQUATION OF THE HYPERSURFACE 

The equation of the tangent hyperplane at. the point 

to the hyper sur face 1)4 is axx„ + byy,+ czz0+ dww0 -1* 0 • Let ,L:
T 

Ax+By+CztDw*E=0 also represent a hyperplane whibh will be identi¬ 

cal with the tangent hyperplane at the point(x,, y, , zo, w.)sub¬ 

ject to the conditions 

\ (X Y o _ Ci.» _ Wo _ — JS. 
~~fi~ ' 6 cT ' t> 

Since the point (x,, ya , zo , wo) lies on the hypersurface its co¬ 

ordinate satisfy equation l)which gives a second condition 

3) û. Vo c 1 u^o — i-o 

from 2) and 3) we obtain, by eliminating xtf , y# , z#, 

tangential equation of the hypersurface 

the 

9; + % 
Theorem: There are two hyperplanes parallel to any given 

hyperplane and tangent to the hypersurface 1) ; 

Œhe hyperplane fl* + BW+E = ot parallel to the hyperplane 
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, will be tangent to the hypersurface 1) if 4) is true. 

Hence, solving for E we get 

E* ± + %+%■>'% 

The two values of E are always real in case of the hyperellipsoid. 

They are real in case of a hyper-hyperboloid if 

According to the type of surface under consideration* 

LOCUS OF THE ffOINT OF INTERSECTION OF-S'MUTUALLY PERPENDICULAR 

HYPERPLANES TANGENT TO A HYPERSURFACE 

Consider the central hyperquadric 

a. y ^ + dvJ''- = / 

Let x,y,z, w, be one point of intersection and (>My> (*‘,u>r,V; t 

j (y". MT, -y"', r"') the direction cosines of the perpen¬ 

diculars from the origin to the four hyperplanes which meet there. 

We have 

(X > + % + av+wrj1 + ^ ■* Jjjj ) 

+2Y- +M/<r*r + ^ + 
Xx v; t ^ D 

(xh'"+v**-'" +^"'^^'1 * ■* *j^c + -21^- y ct^vt-ct. 

T$e locus is a hypersphere which is always real for the hyperellip¬ 

soid. For the hyper-hyperboloids the hypersphere is real under the 

following conditions;  > if the right hand 

/ member is positive Xz+ + i* + w1 : 
fa "4 

X* *** + fa 

X* * -t ^ + wx -y fa- -4-* 
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If the right hand side of each of these equations becomes zero, 

the hypersphere reduces to a single point, the origin.. 

In a similar manner the condition that a hyperplane be tangent 

to the hypersurface of the form of the hyperparaboloid may be ob¬ 

tained. Let the hypersurface and the hyperplane be respectively 

'> % * % * % - 

z) /9x +■& % +c £ +&*% t-E - o 

The condition that 2) be a tangent hyperplane of 1) is 
ax 8Z 

% + % 
C/c -+ *o 

Tangent hypercone and hypercvlinder. The lines from a point P 

in hyperspace tangent to a hypersurface generate an enveloping hyper- 

cone; if the lines are parallel to a given direction the enveloping 

hypersurface i£ a cylindroid* Let * x. 

be the equation of the central hypersurface; Po lxo ,y ,zo ,wo) the 

vertex of the hypercone and P(xt ,y. tzt ,w( ) a second point on it. 

The coordinates of any point P(x,y*z,w) on the line PoP( may be 

written in the form 

/ + * 3* /•* * 
, 2- 

/* 3: 
1+ * 

UJ -     — X 5 

I -<• A ?o P, 

The points of intersection of this line with the hypersurface are 

given by the roots of the equation 

a.( K + X Xo)2 -f ti’i, + > e(±, + + d(w,+ X uA,)*- {•+ A )*= o 

This equation will have a double root if 

Vi Vo + ^ 1 'Jo + ^ ^|io +A.V* % -ij s -+C i o + d -i) (ûYi + tjjluJ1. | ) 

<n *!( 4(X0, iot io0) - £ x ^ "f ^ + w + t - | <o 
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which is the equatioi^éf the circumscribed hypercone. This hyper¬ 

cone touches the hypeesurface along a quadric surface which is 

the section of the hypersurface by the polar hyperplane of the 

point P0 . (The polar hyperplane is the hyperplane contdining the 

points of contact of all tangents from the given point to the 

hypersurface). 

Circumscribed cvlindrold. Let the given direction be denoted 

by the direction cosines «,«, $ • The equation of the cylindroid 

may be obtained from that of the hypercone by allowing the vertex I 

P0 (
x
0 »ye » z, »w. ) to recede to infinity along the line parallel to 

the given direction. It may be found independently by setting 

up the condition that a line parallel to the given direction meet 

the hyperplane in two coincident points. If (x,y,z,w) are the 

coordinates of the point of contact, the equation 

a.(y. + <*P)x-h &( ï +!*?)'’+ c ( ± r)x+ oL( w + bp)*-! - o 

must have a double root in P» The condition for this is 

(aoty. -+e ✓ * +(JU wjls {*)( + A^-fC 4*+^v-/) 

<n V, 5) - l » + B *$2 + V <lfè 

This^the equation of the circumscribed cylindroid. 

TANGENTIAL EQUATION OF THE HYPERPARABOLOID 

Let 1) 
Z' 
'a. 

-f 
2 \AJ = *o 

be the equation of the hyperparaboloid, and 

» X Vo ^ ^ *3 O + g — (A/ - VAJ , 
1
 Ou ■£. C 
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the equation of the tangent hyperplane at the point (x0 ,yo ,zo ,we ) • 

The condition that 

be the tangent hyperplane at the same point is 

H-) = 
- vo< 

*-) ^ + 2 yc - * ^ - <> 
A-/9 ' ' cC 'ü ^ 

since (x„ ,yo ,z0 ,we ) is on the hypersurface. Eliminating ,yo ,zo ,wo £ 

from the equations 4) and 5) we obtain the tangential equation of 

the hyperparaboloid 

(,) a/?'f fCl - ^ £0'° 

Theorem: There is at most a single hyperplane tangent to a 

hyperparaboloid and parallel to a given hyperplane. 
is Yctuiyed 

I<£ ©r4er to determine E in 3) so that 3) is a tangent hyper- 

plane and parallel to /J 

From 6) it is seen that E has a single value 

£ _ a. /3X + & gz-» < C 

Theorem: The locus of the point of intersection of four 

mutually perpendicular tangent hyperplanes af a hyperparaboloid 

is a hyperplane. 

If 

7J 4ff- UJ = f 

be the normal form of equation 2) where are the direction 

cosines of the normal from tne origin to the tangent hyperplane, 

then from V) and 2) we have 

^ ° A*-/ - 1(, . £ o 

' f- u»4 a. 
1 sf* I* 'ft ' w.c 

From this and 5) we get 

S'J <x X* •+ X>- XAJ~ ■+ c Vx -+ 2 ff- c~ - o} fi? alj 
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Now let the uirection cosines of the four normals to the four 

mutaally perpendicular hyperplanes be AA, V, tr ; X'.A*.', v' <r' ; 

A1,’ iA, Y'O-" and A;"//," r,‘V" respectively. We may then write from 7) and 9) 

-4- 'V' a -f (j-lV ) + fc. ( (X. ^ x +- JL- XX 

■+ u.' ’j -tv’i -* <r’ i/o ) (A V
1 •+ i ^ 

<r"( X" X + J H-v-i + <r"b) + K ( CL X"% 4 >u" 

X*" X + <u- * + Y‘"i + o-"V ) + '/i( <>■ V"** 

1 •+ CV*) : o 
l + cy’1) -- o 

U",l
+ ev" o 

on adding these equations we have. 

H'7 ( <y~ 1 -t cr'1 -j. <7-" 1 + o-'“ j + ^[ ( d +4 + c) •' O 

<nW •+ /j, ( CL +1- + e.) = o 

which is a hyperplane perpendicular to the axis of the hyperparafcolôid. 

Circumscribed hyper cone. The vertex is at. Pc (xe tjo ,zo ,wa ) and X 
P P is defined on page i<? i.e. X= *. The equation in x which is to 
to ** 

have a double root is 
(x+xx.r Ct-ul.)1- + +MV.) » <, 

> A. Ir C. 

The condition for a double root is 
y y.o 

A«_ + - W - Wo J*1 h- ■+*£- -WpJ.'O, 

The tangent hypercone is in general real for points external to the 

hypersurface. 

THE CIRCUMSCRIBED HYPERCYLINDER 

The direction cosines of a generating line of the cylinder are 

v> t and x,y,z,w the coordinates of the point of contact* The 

equation in P (where P is the distance of the point of contact from 

the variable point on the line) which is to have a double root in 

ou 4- C. 
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The condition for a double root being 

**:)(&* *«.+ ** - *■w> - ° 

which is the equation of the circumscribed hypercylinder . 

PART 4 

THE INTERSECTIONS OF A STRAIGHT LINE AND A HYPER QUADRIC 

Let Q be a hyperquadric andi a line in four dimensional space . 

The line SL cuts the hyperquadric in two points P and R whose coordi¬ 

nates we wish to determine. Let « be apoint of the linei not on the 

hyperquadric and let 3 be the harmonic conjugate of <* with respect 

to P and R. In homogeneous coordinates the equation of the hyper¬ 

quadric Q may be written 

i) «ij Vi Xj = o = <x^c 

. ‘ J * o 

If the coordinates of <* and ys are <*<>,—<** and ^the coordinates 

of any paint of the line.? will be of the form fti +f.*i , f *‘*o, 

We wish to determine p so that the point shall lie on the hyper¬ 

quadric* Substituting its coordinates in equation 1) we find the 

equation for |> is the quadric 
if tf. 

J ) f*- ot^ +■ ^ ^ ~ ° 
‘,i:„ st-o 

from which the linear term is absent because the points «*• * & 

separate harmonically the points P and R* We now need to obtain 

suitable expressions for the quantities « and ft in the above formulas. 

Let us define the linei by the three linear equations 
« S (<l jt , <*> . ¥ (3) 

s) Ui y i ? o, 2L. X ; - o 
L - O ' C ^ O 

and let us write 

V* V, v* 

Wo ^x w* 

tLo u.r uci 

, & (ij 
u., 

Iv) Cl1 (IV by 
^0 Ur U* fc-i 

') /L( 

à A d* c> & \ 
^\ **>11 
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The quantity p. is, except possibly for sign, the three rowed de- 
o 

terminant formed from the last three rows ofoby deleting the columns 

with lower indices i and j. 

Using ^th^4xpressions of form 5), which are generalized Plucker 

coordinates of the line J , we may easily establish the identity 

h*. "f ffa - ° 
exactly as is done in the case of the identity connecting the Plucker 

coordinates in ordinary space. 

The point <*• an the line£ may now be determined by adjoining to 

equations 3) another linear equation, 
v- 

7J t - 
« * o » 

which is linearly independent of equations 3). Solving equations 

3) and 7) for the ratios of the x's, we obtain for the coordinates 

<*1 of the point <*• the expressions 

* * 
Since the point*, is not on the hyperquadric 

f) JL «.f ? o 
S J * ® 

The polar of with respect to the hyperquadric is the hyper- 
*■ 

plane 10) Q-i\ °<i *3 : °> 
O 

and the intersection of this with the line i gives the point/?, whose 

coordinates are found by solving equations 3) and 10) for the x's, 

and are therefore 

In virtue of 8) we may write 

,2) 6: ~ d- hi / 
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Equations 11) and 12) being written in the form. 
4* 

A,t* o 

it ^ JL <-t IÂt I tn- 

in which the summations are taken with respect to all the subscripts. 

''jA.tzo 

/+) &lir ^ aaA °c& 

By 6) we may put p,p =p p~p p so that 14) becomes 
'•* At ‘A it Lt i/L 

'S) S'o *'* Si fii ■' ^ ®;tS« 
In the right hand member, the second summation obviously becomes 

the same as the right hand member of 14)^ if the indices i^and s are 

interchanged, and likewise the indices j and r. Hence trans)^irf4rd^j 

the second tern^f the right hand member of 15) to the other side, 

and rearranging the first ter m^ we obtain the equation 

it) 2 2* 

The indices k,l,t appear only in the part enclosed in parentheses, 

therefore that part may be taken out as a factor . 

But bji 8) this factor may be written » so that the equation 

2) finally becomes, in virtue of 9) 

+'/i é. a-** f-t* f,* * » 
We may therefore state the final result as follows: 

The line A intersects the hypwrquadric Q in two points whose co¬ 

ordinates are given by Vi = f$i -h ft i 

f ht , HL * ét i, a<4, 

1dfei “'«“«‘tP;-' f'iA 
PART 5 

THE HYPERSPHERE 

The hypersphere may be defined as thq locus of a point moving 

in hyperspace in such a manner that its distance from a fixed point 
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is always constant. The equation of the hypersphere may be written 

in the form 

(x-O’V*-* ( ix<{x t>v+£*o 

It is seen that the hypersphere may be made to satisfy any five 

linear independent conditions. 

Let the nypersphere and the point P not on its surface be given. 

The secant drawn from the point P cuts the hypersphere in two points 

Q and R. The product of the segments PQ and PR is the power of tne 

point with respect to the hypersphere and is a constant. Let 

P ■+ B y -t- ^ C ^ +x Dîr -+ XE \AJ -+ F - o 

represent the equation of the hypersphere; (x„,y^,zo,wo) the coordi¬ 

nates of P and J|jm,n,s the direction cosines of the secant. The 

points of the intersection of the line is the hyper sphere are given by 

P ( & •f"’’**1' ) + /f A. -f- ^C kt>f lo, ) *" O 

where the two values of r give the distances of.P. from. Q and R. The 

sum of the roots of this equation is % while the product is 

therefore PQ«PR - if now a,b,c,d be the coordinates of the 
a 

center and R the radius of the hypersphere 

p<?. PU d’-xi 

where d is the distance of P from the center of the hypersphere. The 

right member being a constant quantity, the product PQ'PR is like- 
* 

wise a constant. 

Theorem; The locus of points the powers of which with respect 

to^hyperspheres are equal is a hyper Sphere perpendicular to the 

line of centers. 
ê 

Ut ~ PW+y'+i.*-+k>*) +Ï/5X -+XÙÏ -+2BW © 

ft,ftVgV J +18, k y +10, i W+F, - ù 
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The equation of the locus is therefore    ^ —— 

and this becomes 

*+ PC>)-$-t2(bfi, -ffbiZ +i(£A-/f£.)H/*Mf-#/;J*0 

This is the equation of the radical hyperplahe. 

Theorem: The locus of pointsr the powers of which with re¬ 

spect to three hyperppheres cutting each other two by two are con¬ 

stantes a plane. 

Let £ o , -f. (h (*s) - &> ¥* (K y, ï, u/) * o 

represent three hyperspheres intersecting two by two. Then AK * °-» 

'f*0 are quations of their three radical hyper¬ 

plane and s-s,-s>.is the equation of their radical plane. 

Four hypersp&eres intersecting two by two have a radical axis 

whose equation is of the form s^s^s^and five hyperplanes inter¬ 

secting two by two have a radical center. 

Orthogonal hyperspheres. Two hyperspheres are said to be 

orthogonal if the angle between the tangent hyperplanes at a point 

of intersection is a right angle. The condition that two hyper¬ 

spheres be orthogonal is found as follows: 

Let a. (xl+ï*+ + d k v--s.iv -e 4- ° 

At( yVv ±" ■* **} A. * + c> 3 +4*M ^ ■' ° 

be two hyperspheres with radii R,R, , respectively, and D the dis- 
Z ^ 

tance of centers. Then D-Rv-R, is the required condition, which 

reduces to 

<jT. 0., 4 +0-4, v- a dJL, V-J 
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SYSTEM QF HYPERSPHERES ORTHOGONAL TO TWO OR MORE HYPERSPHERES 

Let a. f X* uy'J ■+ fat + c ÿ + d * + JIUJ 

Æ, ( XV !}1 +ax -t-iv1; -/•£, j +€,iv +^.-*o 

P (Xl+Ÿ + ±* > *£X -tC 2 +t> i +£ w -t F = o 

be three hyperspheres, the last of which is variable* From the 

[c77 condition found above 

d F+ F4 = ô +2dt> +2 *£■ 
CL?, -t f) 41 -16-t 8 +2&tD -+2^1 F 

<n (Û.-A.J F-f ( f- t<)fi= 2(1-4.,) & -fifc-c.)4 V- D + 2(4-*>)£ 
This equation is linear in the four quantities *> 4%J %>> % 

which are at the same time the negatives of the coordinates^ of the 

variable hyperspftere. The locus of the centers of the hyper- 

spheres orthogonal to two given hyperspheres is seen to be a hyper¬ 

plane . 

Problem: To find the equation of the hypersphere.which cuts 

five given hyperspheres orthogonally. 

0) 

Let 

-MA/
V 4^-, Jty-t, 9 f- d-1 -4- -C , U/ -#• £ s- O 

X^V" f^Xf-Cz ÿ + dz 2; +€z to -f-fz - o 

-+ -+-w*• +cs £ *o 

-i -2.* +u»r t ^ ■+4*.W -+ & ° / 

X +>3 -t -t--4 +Ci- J ■+d-s~ i ■+ ^4'^ ■ ° 
be the equations of the five given hyperspheres, and 

2) X2f ^ ~t- uo *'-*■ BX-f- Cy-f- O 2 + F h/ +f - o 

a variable hypersphere orthogonal to these* As before, we may 

write S+K.C +xjLt £)+ 2 4., £ - /, ~f * o ~s 

t D+!■**£ - '6) 

xl,B tic, c +**3f - f* ' F 0 J 
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•2 ê-tf. S -f 2 Cf, £ -f- zjij. t) ~X~ £ ~ ^f- F - O ~j* Q) 

2 te B + 2 c4- c + 2- df D -h 24S E - & - F - ° 

These equations have a single solution for B,0,D,E,F if the de¬ 

terminant of the coefficients is not zero, this will be seen to 

be the case if the given hypersphere happen to have their centers 

on a line. The values of B,C,D,E,F may be determined from 3) 

then substituted in 2) and the equation of the resulting hyper¬ 

sphere becomes of the form 

- i( ^ 

ê-s 
AH- tr* 

C'A" 

*3 * 
dt 

dt 

d3 
d+ 

iM 
4. 

I 
- I 

-e» -• 
-1 
- » 

■V -/ 
This determinant ibay be simplified by first adding the first row 

to each of the following, then multiplying the members of the last 

four columns of the new determinant by -x,-y,-z,-w respectively 

and adding to the first column. The equation then appears in the 

y+c, % +<£, 4, 

Y-fCt'k irdii ■+^1^ + i* 

4, * +ci a M * ■+ *3 » + h 1-0 

di+X+Cf^ -f-d+A ~h ^n-UJ ■+ 

0*-* « is- 

Ot 44<x- erf. 

simpler form 

X y + c, £■ i~ctt AM + &! 

X-f •3-fCi i+dl W 4 &x 

x+ ir+di 

X+ Cnt £ +dq- 

X+^V 2r +ds- UZ+4^ 
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